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Online Fire Alarm Shop Introduces A-Z of Fire Supplies Resource

The most recent content addition to discountfiresupplies.co.uk marks the  
beginning of an in-depth alphabetical list of everything and anything to do with  
fire alarms and emergency supplies.
A is for Accessories, Addressable, Apollo & Aspirating has just been released as the first section of 
The A-Z of Fire Supplies which aims to become a comprehensive fire safety resource for existing 
customers and new visitors to the Discount Fire Supplies website.

Written with everyone from fire safety newcomers to regular trade buyers in mind, the list includes 
common fire industry terms such as 'addressable fire alarm system' and 'assembly point' along 
with more technical terms which some readers may not be familiar with. 

In addition, readers will also find key details about Discount Fire Supplies and their website as well 
as information on the best known manufacturers in the fire industry and descriptions of popular 
products stocked on discountfiresupplies.co.uk.

Over coming months, The A-Z of Fire Supplies will grow with each letter of the alphabet to 
eventually become an exhaustive list of terms that customers and fire industry professionals alike 
can refer to.

Tariq El-Hoss, owner of Discount Fire Supplies, says of the new addition, “Fire alarms can often be 
a complex area so I'm looking forward to seeing this A-Z list grow. I hope our customers will find it 
helpful and informative.”

Some of the items explained in the 'A is for...' list include Addressable Fire Alarm System, AirCOn8, 
Apollo, Aspirating Smoke Detection and Assembly Point.

Future additions are likely to include terms such as Beacon, Control Panel, Conventional Fire Alarm 
System, Carbon Monoxide, Door Holders, Emergency Lighting, Extinguisher and many, many more.

Once complete the A-Z will be continually managed and updated to include new industry 
technologies and products as they become available.

Discount Fire Supplies encourages customers to make suggestions for inclusion in The A-Z of Fire 
Supplies and would ask them to send all ideas to info@discountfiresupplies.co.uk for 
consideration.

About Discount Fire Supplies:

DiscountFireSupplies.co.uk is one of the UK's largest online retailers of fire alarms and other 
emergency products. They offer competitive pricing, free delivery on all orders over £100 and 
same day dispatch on orders placed before 2.30pm.
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